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Dear Ms. Bladev.

I submit 't his letter insupport of jthe proposed Cesium-Chloride
publisheddon Junure29, 2010, in the PFderal Register (75 FR 37483).

Policy Statement

As stated in our letter dated October 14, 2008 (RP 365.08), the removal of 137Cs
sources from the research environment would have an extremely negative impact on
basic science, biomedical research and the practice of 'medicine. The Cesium-based

irradiator is the standard for 'research in* several 'fields critical to hum- an health including
stem cell bi6logy, immunology, and the study of molecular effects such as how human
cells respond to DNA' damage. In mediicine, it is an* integral tool used in blood banks to
prepare blood 'for im:muno-c 6-ompOromised patients. The removal of instruments using
137Cs would severely limit current and future bio-medical' research aimed at treating
diseases such a'sý cancer. Furthermore, this would cause a setvere setback in ongoing
research on the prevention of radiation effects due to accidents or terrorism, such as
ongoing work at" the University and.: its affiliated institutions on the medical
countermeasures against radiation." The range of scientific applications and the unique
properties of 137Cs make this material a valua:bJle 'scientific asset' that should .be
protected. In this case, by "pirotection"'l'mean that it is necessary to secure the material
from malevolent use as well to maintain its availability as a necessary tool in science
and medicine.

Over the past few years,- the' licensee communhity has successfully worked with the NRC
and Agreermeint States to greatly enhance'the security and protection of these sources
and to limit access to individuals who have completed background investigations.
These actions and the proposed 10 CFR 37 regulations address a number of issues
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raised by the multi-agency Radiation Source Protection and Security Task Force. To
further support the protection of this valuable scientific asset, the NRC should continue
to encourage licensees to participate in the National Nuclear Security Administration
program of voluntary security measures to enhance protection and management of
these sources above those required by regulation. This combination of efforts serves to
further support security while increasing the communication and sharing of best
practices between licensees and regulators so that every effort is made to increase
physical protections and to minimize the theft potential.

As noted in the Policy Statement, the NRC should encourage source and device
manufacturers to continue work on design improvements to mitigate or minimize the
radiological consequences of misuse or malevolent acts involving these sources. The
NRC should further study the solubility and dispersion of Cesium-Chloride, alternative
forms Of 137Cs, and other IAEA Category 1 and :2 radioactive materials to better
understand the comparative risks and advantages of alternative physical forms. This
information would further inform the management and planning related to Category 1
and 2 sources.

The technological applications of 137CSCI have been in active use in the United States
for many decades with few problems. However, some of these sources are reaching the
end of their useful lifespan and there is no available disposal option. As noted in the
Policy Statement, a clear strategy needs to be defined to manage the disposition of
these sources in a way that achieves security needs, minimizes radiation doses, and
supports our national interests. In the short-term, this could be done by an enhanced
Offsite Source Recovery Program that would provide safe and effective storage of
disused sources while a long-term solution is developed.

In recognizing the global concern and need to tightly control these sources, the United
States should work with the International Atomic Energy Agency to properly inventory all
such sources and implement the stringent US source safety and security standards
throughout the world.

'Sincerely,-

Alun G. Jones, Ph.D.,
Chair

cc: K. Casey
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